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International community is tilting against the Sri Lankan state in a bid 

to forestall Sinhala domination over the Tamil people/areas 

Sovereignty cannot be successfully defended by a state acting as a mono-

ethnic straitjacket on the country’s stubbornly diverse, irreducible and 

colliding collective identities. It is best defended by a Sri Lankan state which 

represents all its peoples, acts as neutral umpire providing and guaranteeing 

adequate space for all ethnicities on the island. Read More 
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Fifth beggar killed in same way in Colombo  – post mortem tomorrow 

The post mortem of a disabled man found near the Mount Lavinia police 

station, is scheduled to be held tomorrow, according to police spokesman 

Prashantha Jayakody. The body was discovered today by Mount Lavinia 

police. Read More  related  
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Wimal Weerawansa wants people to surround UN Lanka office 

Jun 30, 2010 4:22 PM · Minister Wimal Weerawansa wants the Sri Lankan 

people surround the UN office in Colombo and keep its staff inside until UN 

chief Ban Ki Moon decides to dissolve the three-member advisory panel he 

appointed on Sri Lanka. Read More  and  read UN alert on over  threat  
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Beijing tightens its embrace of Sri Lanka 

At Hambantota, a remote  fishing town on Sri Lanka's south coast, Chinese 

engineers dig a channel through the beaches, connecting the Indian Ocean 

with a vast inland pit,  whose soaring concrete walls dwarf the earth-moving 

equipment working below. Read More 
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UN stands firm on Sri Lanka human rights investigation 

The UN has defended the creation of a controversial three-person panel to 

probe rights violations committed during the endgame to Sri Lanka’s brutal 

civil war, which was dismissed by officials in Colombo as “totally 

unnecessary” Read More 
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